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Abstract
Text to image synthesis is an interesting and
useful task to explore recently. The goal is
to generate images from captions, i.e. taking
unstructured textual descriptions as input and
using them to generate relevant images. This
task combines two challenging components of
language modeling and image generation and
can be considered to be more difficult than
caption generation. In this paper, we proposed
a method that combines both the pipelines of
text to image synthesis and image captioning
to help maximize the information flow through
these pipelines and improve the quality of gen-
erated images. In our experiments on CUB
and Oxford-102 datasets, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method on generating im-
ages of specific categories from unstructured
text descriptions.

1 Introduction

Recently with the help of deep neural net-
works, impressive progress has been made on text
to photo-realistic image synthesis (Kingma and
Welling, 2013; Goodfellow et al., 2014; Gregor
et al., 2015; Denton et al., 2015). Among all
the state-of-art networks for text-to-image syn-
thesis, Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)
shows its advantages in generating sharper images.
Plenty of techniques have been proposed to further
improve GAN for more stable training process and
higher resolution images (Salimans et al., 2016;
Reed et al., 2016b; Yang et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2017a,b; Chen et al., 2018).

However, their main focus is to generate im-
ages with higher resolution and photo-realistic,
and none of them ensures that the information in
the input text is expressed in the generated image
in a complete manner, which means it may be hard
to infer the original text from the generated image.
Instead of mainly focusing on improving the reso-
lution, the completeness of info from the input text
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this bird has a white 
breast and side 
with a gray nape, 
crown, and wing.

a rust colored bird 
with darker wings, 
with bright red eyes.

Figure 1: Comparison of Stack GAN with and without
our proposed information flow on 64× 64 images. The
top two images are generated from Stack GAN and the
bottom two images are generated from our proposed
method. Our method better conserves the information
from the input sentence.

should be a more fundamental task that needs to
be guaranteed first. Let’s describe this problem in
information theory. Given an input sentence with
words describing some images, we use a genera-
tor to obtain a fake image, which is the essential
component of the text to image synthesis pipeline.
To encourage the fake image to express the infor-
mation of the input sentence as much as possible,
we want to maximize the mutual information of
the input sentence and the fake image. However,
directly computing the mutual information is in-
tractable, so we need to propose another new neu-
ral network to approximate this metric and opti-
mize with it so as to produce high-quality images
with more complete info from the text.

In this paper, we combine the pipelines of text
to image synthesis and image captioning to maxi-
mize the information flow based on GAN network,



such that more complete info is encouraged in the
training pipelines. Compared to traditional text to
image synthesis, after adding the image captioning
pipeline, we can generate a fake sentence from the
fake image and feed it back to the generator. More
concretely, we design three components in our net-
work. Firstly, we use a Generator to generate the
fake image from the input text. Secondly, we use a
Discriminator to judge whether the generated im-
age is real or fake. Thirdly, we use a Captioner
component to generate the text from the generated
image. The first two components are the standard
GAN framework (Goodfellow et al., 2014). While
the third component Captioner is used to recover
the text given the generated image, which provides
another signal to train the Generator. The major
advantage of the third component is that we can
require the generated image to contain as much in-
formation of the input text as possible and this can
further improve the quality of the generated image
given extra signals iteratively. That is, with this
new Captioner component, we can approximately
maximize the mutual information of the input sen-
tence and the fake image, such that more complete
information is encouraged in the pipelines which
will produce higher quality images. For example,
in Figure 1, we want to generate bird figures as
the text captions described on the top. However,
the top two figures generated from StackGAN do
not show some primitive properties like gray nape,
darker wings, etc. While after adding our mutual
info optimization design, the bottom two figures
give a better illustration of the texts.

The contribution of this paper is threefold. First,
it’s novel to propose the idea of maximizing infor-
mation flow in the task of text to image synthesis,
and we use an approximation method to solve this
problem. Second, we design a new network com-
ponent in GAN architecture to complete the infor-
mation flow and implement four variants of objec-
tive functions Third, qualitative analysis and user
study of our experiments prove the effectiveness
and usefulness of our design.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In
Sec.2, we describe related works on text to image
synthesis. In Sec.3, we introduce our methodol-
ogy, which includes the background of GAN and
our model architecture. In Sec.4, experimental
analysis and user study demonstrate the effective-
ness of our method. Finally, we conclude our work
in Sec.5.

2 Related Works

Tons of recent success of deep neural network has
been achieved in various tasks, typically in NLP
and Computer Vision areas. Prior works on text to
image synthesis are mostly based on recent pop-
ular algorithms on language modeling and deep
generative models.

With the emergence of deep learning, Varia-
tional Autoencoders (VAE) (Kingma and Welling,
2013) first formulated this problem with prob-
abilistic graphical model and continuous latent
variables whose goal was to maximize the lower
bound of data likelihood. Later another approach
named DRAW (Gregor et al., 2015) built a Deep
Recurrent Attention Writer which further incorpo-
rated a novel differentiable attention mechanism.
Text modality and text feature representation are
challenging subproblems. AlignDRAW (Mansi-
mov et al., 2015) used an attention model to iter-
atively generate patches on canvas. They have the
advantage that focuses on different phrases each
time step. However, their generated images are far
from photo-realistic and have low resolution.

Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) shows its advan-
tages in generating sharper image, and many mod-
ified and extended works have been proposed for
further optimization. Given the unstable training
dynamics of GAN, several techniques (Salimans
et al., 2016; Arjovsky and Bottou, 2017) have
been proposed to stabilize the training process and
generate compelling results. Conditional GANs
(cGANs) use conditional information for the dis-
criminator and generator and they have drawn
promising results for image generation from text
(Mirza and Osindero, 2014; Denton et al., 2015;
Reed et al., 2016a). Impressively (Reed et al.,
2016b) is able to generate photo-realistic images
with the help of GAN. Also, they proposed sev-
eral variants by using different objective functions
to enforce smoothness on the language manifold
and reduce overfitting. Based on that, StackGAN
(Zhang et al., 2017a,b) is the first model to use
conditional loss for text to image synthesis, and it
is one of the latest works that can synthesize high-
quality images from coarse to fine in 256 × 256
from text descriptions.

Our design is based on GAN architecture and
we choose StackGAN as baseline method. In-
stead of focusing on generating high-resolution
and photo-realistic images, we add another com-



ponent to maximize the mutual information of the
input text and the generated image to express as
much information as possible.

3 Methodology

In this section, we first briefly describe some pre-
liminaries of GAN which we built upon, and then
introduce our new network architecture design.

3.1 Background

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) is the
class of unsupervised learning, which is composed
of two models: the generator modelG and the dis-
criminator model D. These two models are op-
timized alternatively. The discriminator D is op-
timized to distinguish whether an image is a real
image or fake image that generated from G, while
the generator G is optimized to generate images
that are close to the true distribution of the real
images such that D can’t distinguish.

More concretely, we optimize the following ob-
jective function which is similar to a two-player
min-max game:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata [logD(x)]

−Ez∼pz [log(1−D(G(z)))]
(1)

where x is sampled from the true data distribution
pdata and z is a noise vector sampled from Gaus-
sian distribution pz . It is proved in (Goodfellow
et al., 2014) that this min-max game has global
optimum when pg converges to pdata.

3.2 Information Flow

The task of text to image is to generate the image
from the text description and we want to maximize
the information of the input text to be expressed in
the generated image. The GAN model is able to
generate photo-realistic images, however, we are
not sure whether the information from the input
text is expressed in the generated image as much
as possible, since the information is learned in a
implicit way. Also, it’s well known that GAN
models suffer from mode collapse, which cast fur-
ther concerns about whether the information is
well reserved.

To solve this limitation, we introduce the idea of
information flow. That is, given the input text, we
want the information from the text to be reserved
and expressed as much as possible in the generated
image. In other words, we want to maximize the

mutual information of the input text and the gener-
ated images. However, it’s intractable to directly
calculate the mutual information of the text and
the images. To approximate this problem, we can
make an assumption that if the generated image
reserves the information from the text, then from
the generated image, we should also be able to re-
cover the original text from the generated image.
This can be expressed in the chain manner:

text→ image→ text.

In addition to text to image pipeline, the generated
image can be decoded back to text description or
embedding vector and use this info to maximize
the mutual info in objective function. In this way,
we realize combining both pipelines of text to im-
age synthesis and image captioning in the infor-
mation flow.

3.3 Model Architecture

The network architecture are shown in Fig. 2.
There are 3 main components in our network ar-
chitecture (best view in colors):

• Generator G: the generator takes the text de-
scription and a random noise z from Gaus-
sian distribution as input and generate a fake
image.

• Discriminator D: the discriminator takes a
fake or real image as input along with the
corresponding text embedding ψ, then judge
whether the input image is fake or real.

• Captioner C: the Captioner will take the fake
or real image as input and try to decode into
a feature vector that matches the size of the
text embedding.

The Generator and Discriminator can be sum-
marized into a traditional text to image synthesis
work (Mansimov et al., 2015; Reed et al., 2016b;
Zhang et al., 2017a) using GAN techniques. In the
experiment, we use the implementation of Stack-
GAN as our baseline. While the Captioner is
used to enforce the information flow introduced in
Sec.3.2. The naming comes from the similarity to
the traditional Image Captioning works (Karpathy
and Fei-Fei, 2017; Collobert and Collobert, 2015)
that map the images into text descriptions.
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Figure 2: Network Architecture. There are 3 main components: the Generator G in blue, the Discriminator D in
purple and the Captioner C in orange. G and D are the standard components of GAN, while C is our proposed
components to implement the information flow, which takes the fake or real image as input and output a feature
vector.

3.3.1 Text to Image Synthesis
In this subsection, we will introduce the network
framework that we used for text to image syn-
thesis. Basically, any framework on text to im-
age synthesis can be extended by our algorithm.
Here, we follow the ideas from VAE (Kingma
and Welling, 2013) and GAN (Goodfellow et al.,
2014).

More concretely, for a given text description
s, we obtain its corresponding text embedding
ψ using pretrained text encoding model. Then
we use a fully-connected layer to generate two
vectors µ and σ, following the reparameteriza-
tion trick introduced in Variational Auto-encoder
(VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2013). Finally we
use the following element-wise formula to get the
latent text vector c:

c = µ+ σ ∗ ε (2)

where ε is a noise vector sampled from the normal
distribution N(0, 1). The motivation of introduc-
ing ε is to enforce smoothness in the latent text
space. z is also a random noise vector sampled
from the normal distribution, which is a standard
setting used in GAN. By varying z, we can gener-
ate different images based on the input text. Then
c is concatenated with noise vector z and generate
fake images by upsampling blocks. For the dis-
criminator D, the text embedding ψ is fed with
downsampled real image vectors. Finally, the Dis-
criminator can produce the decision, fake or real.

3.3.2 Captioner

In the information flow chain text → image →
text introduced in Sec.3.2, the text to image syn-
thesis serves as the first half text→ image, while
the Captioner component serves the image →
text part. Basically, any framework of Image Cap-
tioning works can be extended with our algorithm
design.

The Captioner used in our experiments shares
the same architecture with the Discriminator. It
takes a fake or real image as input and use a basic
Convolutional Network to encode the image into a
feature vector ψ′. So our target goal is to make the
imaged decoded text feature vector ψ′ similar to
the original text embedding vector ψ. The optimal
ψ′ should contain the same information as the text
embedding ψ. More concretely, we want to maxi-
mize the mutual information between ψ and ψ′ as
shown below:

I(ψ;C(G(ψ))) (3)

However, we cannot optimize the mutual infor-
mation directly since it is intractable in our prob-
lem. Thus in Sec.3.4, we introduce a new objective
function to approximate it.

Note that, to save computation, we also share
weights between the Captioner and the Discrim-
inator. However in our theoretical analysis, the
Discriminator D and Captioner C are considered
independently.



3.4 Objective Functions
Directly maximizing the mutual information is in-
tractable, instead we approximate this problem
by minimizing the Euclidean distance between
the text embedding ψ and ψ′. Other approxima-
tion methods can be further implemented in future
works.

The three components in Sec.3.3 can be opti-
mized alternatively. Specifically speaking, we de-
note (It, t) as the real image and the input sen-
tence pair sampled from the real data distribution
pdata, with ψt as the corresponding text embed-
ding. Following the formulas of GAN, we al-
ternatively train the Generator, the Discriminator
and the Captioner by optimizing the following for-
mula:

min
G,C

max
D

LG + LD + LC (4)

where LG, LD, LC represents for the loss function
of the Generator, the Discriminator and the Cap-
tioner respectively. To be exact,

LG = Ez∼pz ,t∼pdata [log(1−D(G(z, c)), φt)]

+ λDKL(N(µ(φt),Σ(φt)||N(0, I))
(5)

LD = E(It,t)∼pdata [logD(It, φt)]

+ Ez∼pz ,t∼pdata [log(1−D(G(z, c)), φt)]
(6)

LC = Ez∼pz ,t∼pdata [e(C(G(z, c)), φt)]

+ E(It,t)∼pdata [e(C(It), φt)]
(7)

in which the e function stands for the mean square
error between C(G(z, c)) and the text embedding.
DKL is the KL divergence regularization term
used to enforce the distribution of c to be a nor-
mal distribution from VAE.

Overall, G is trained to generate fake images
from the text description that are closed to the real
data distribution, and it should get to the mini-
mum of the Euclidean distance between ψt and
C(G(ψt)). D is trained to distinguish the fake
and real images. And C is trained to minimize the
Euclidean distance between ψt and C(G(ψt)) and
the distance between ψt and C(It). In this way,
our new network cooperating with three compo-
nents can learn to reserve and express more mutual
information between text descriptions and images.

4 Experiments

To validate our approach, we first analyze the qual-
itative results with figures generated by five meth-
ods for different primitive properties, and then
conduct human evaluation as well. The baseline
model is generated by the first stage of Stack-
GAN using the existing code they released online.
We compare four variant models listed in Sec.4.3
with it and demonstrate that our models produce
higher-quality samples than StackGAN and ex-
press more correct info in the generated figures.

4.1 Dataset

To evaluate our method, we conduct the exper-
iments on two dataset: CAltech-UCSD Birds
(CUB) (Wah et al., 2011) dataset and Oxford-102
Flowers (Nilsback and Zisserman, 2008) dataset.
The CUB dataset contains 200 bird categories with
11,788 images. Since each image is associated
with a bounding box, we preprocess the image by
cropping its bounding box to ensure the object-
image size ratio greater than 0.75. While the
Oxford-102 dataset consists of 102 flower cate-
gories with 8,189 images.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Our network architecture design is based on Stack-
GAN (Zhang et al., 2017a). In StackGAN,
their Stage-I sketches the primitive properties like
shape and color, and Stage-II improves its reso-
lution and refines with details. Since in current
stage, we just want to purely demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our new proposed third component
Captioner in our model design based on GAN. For
the sake of brevity, we only adopt the Stage-I of
the Stack GAN as the baseline. In the following
contents, we use StackGAN to refer to the Stage-I
of StackGAN paper. Stack GAN is based on GAN
techniques. In our method, we mix the StackGAN
with our proposed Captioner component.

The size of text embedding ψ is 1024. And
we use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer
throughout the experiments with batch size of 64
and the initial learning rate is 0.0002. For every
100 epochs, the learning rate is decayed by 0.5
times. During test phase, for each sentence, we
sample 4 different Gaussian noise z to get 4 dif-
ferent fake images.



StackGAN StageInfo_
dfake

StageInfo_df
ake_embed

StageInfo_dfak
e_dreal_embed

Groundtruth

The bird is almost dark 
gray with long skinny 

wings and white head.

Description StageInfo

A bird has a large hooked 
bill, long neck, brown and 
white feathers and white 

crown. 

A black bird with long tail 
feathers and large curved 

beak. 

The bird is completely 
back which has tiny brown 

bill and skinny body.

Figure 3: Example results on CUB dataset by StackGAN StageI and our improved methods, i.e. StageInfo,
StageInfo dfake, StageInfo dfake embedded and StageInfo dfake dreal embed.

4.3 InfoStack Variants

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
method, we compare 4 different variants with dif-
ferent LC :

• First, StageInfo method directly use the fea-
ture vector of D as the ψ′ and compute its
distance to the text embedding ψ:

• Second, StageInfo dfake method is our first
try to add Captioner model to StackGAN
with the fake image info generated by G.
Basically, we change the objective function
with Captioner Loss function LC on the la-
tent code c:

LC = Ez∼pz ,t∼pdata [e(C(G(z, c)), c)]

• Third, StageInfo dfake embed method cal-
culates the loss of embeddings rather than the
latent code c:

LC = Ez∼pz ,t∼pdata [e(C(G(z, c)), φt)]

• Finally, the StageInfo dfake dreal embed
method further add the real image info based
on StageInfo dfake embed method:

LC = Ez∼pz ,t∼pdata [e(C(G(z, c)), φt)] +
E(It,t)∼pdata [e(C(It), φt)]

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

It’s hard to compare the quality of generated im-
ages by some handcrafted rules. To analyze the
results quantitatively, we ask people outside the
project to visually evaluate images generated from
the baseline and from our proposed method.

4.5 Experimental Results

We compare our 4 variants with StackGAN base-
line method on CUB and Oxford datasets. In gen-
eral, our variants outperform StackGAN and show
their advantages in different aspects. The better
averaged results indicate our proposed model is
able to produce higher quality samples and con-
tain more complete info.

As shown in Figure 3, the 64 × 64 images are
generated by StackGAN and our InfoGAN vari-
ants. We choose bird examples in different cate-
gories, colors and postures. Each line of figures
are generated by the same text description listed
in the first column. The first column of figures are
ground-truth. The second column of figures are
the baseline StackGAN results. And the following
four columns are our four variants’ results. We
will first analyze them in different primitive prop-
erties like shape and color of the birds, and then
compare the advantages and disadvantages of our
four variants in details.



this flower has a brown 
center surrounded by layers 
of long yellow petals with 

rounded tips. 

this flower has long white 
petals and a large yellow 

stigma in the middle 

this flower is pink and white 
in color, with petals that are 

pointed upward. 

the flower is big and white 
with soft, smooth and big 

petals that has stamen in the 
center. 

Ground truth Description Stack GAN StageInfo_df
ake_embed 

StageInfo_dfak
e_dreal_embed 

Figure 4: Example results on Oxford Dataset by StackGAN StageI and our improved methods, i.e. Stage-
Info dfake embedded and StageInfo dfake dreal embed.

Qualitative comparison: First, let’s take a
look at the first example figures in the first row
of Figure 3. The text description is to generate
a bird that is almost dark gray with long skinny
wings and white head. For color property, the
key words are “dark grey” and “white”. We can
see that most of the results have correct dark grey
color but only StageInfo presents the “white head”
obviously. This shows that our Captioner compo-
nent successfully completes more info in the gen-
erated result. As for the shape property, the key
words are “skinny wings”. The baseline figure is
even hard for us to distinguish the wings and also
no “skinny” feature presented. In our InfoStack
variants, we can see the shape of flying birds and
StageInfo outperforms best. It also expressed the
skinny shape property.

Let’s take a further look to the second row sam-
ples. This time we need to generate a brown
‘duck-like’ bird with hooked bill, long neck and
white crown. Because this ‘duck-like’ shape is not
common in the training set, the results are not as
good as others. But we still shows the improve-
ments from our models. We can see StackGAN
and our StageInfo methods are fail to present any
shape of birds. For our later variants, we can
clearly see the brown feathers in StageInfo dfake
method result, and white colors in all the four vari-
ants, and the long neck in StageInfo dfake and
StageInfo dfake dreal embed methods.

This is a relatively difficult case, let’s see some
easier examples. This time we focus on one prim-
itive property, shape, in the third and fourth ex-
amples. The third row aims to draw a back bird
with long tail and large curved beak. We can see
the third variant StageInfo dfake embed method
gives the best fit result. Long downward tail and
large curved beak, which is exactly the same as the
ground truth figure. Furthermore, the last row is
an example to draw a bird that is completely back
which has tiny brown bill and skinny body. Ex-
cept for the posture and shape, this time we have
another new property “skinny body”, which is also
better expressed in the last four results.

The above analysis are based on the CUB
dataset for birds. However, we didn’t see big ad-
vantages in the Oxford dataset for flowers. Be-
cause flowers have less variance in shapes and
poses, the StackGAN method has already been
able to capture enough information. The added
Captioner component may be helpful but it’s not
obvious.

Component analysis: We just list some typi-
cal results above to demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approaches. Here we can analyze differ-
ent variants of InfoStack on CUB bird dataset with
baseline StackGAN. Generally speaking, com-
pared to StackGAN, the StageInfo method can
maintain almost all main color features. The shape
feature gives either extremely good or terribly bad



CUB Oxford
realistic relevance realistic relevance mean

StackGAN 1.91 1.78 1.62 2.04 1.84
StageInfo dfake embed 2.07 2.15 2.27 1.95 2.11

StageInfo dfake dreal embed 2.02 2.05 2.11 2.02 2.05

Table 1: Average Human Rating

results. So this indicates that our Captioner design
does help maintain main more information of text
descriptions to image, but it’s hard to capture the
true relationship among the features. Furthermore,
adding fake image info into our model reduces the
failure rate and makes the generated figure more
robust. The either extremely good or terribly bad
issue does not happen in StageInfo dfake results.
One more improvement is that, we find that taking
use of embedding info rather than the real image
data gives better performance. No matter for the
color, shape, smoothness or even image resolution,
the resulted figure of StageInfo dfake embed have
better quality. Finally, we also add real image info,
which seems not to help much in primitive prop-
erties. But we find that normally the results from
StageInfo dfake dreal embed method present the
similar contexts with the ground-truth figure, like
birds flying in the sky, sitting on a stick, swimming
in a late, etc.

All in all, we can say that generally speak-
ing, our proposed InfoStack approaches outper-
form StackGAN in primitive properties compari-
son. But among the four variants, we cannot say
which one is the best. Each variants has its pros
and cons and different improvements expressed on
different samples.

User Study: To better present a objecti ari-
son on the visual results, we conduct a user study
by questionnaire survey. In the questionnaire, the
users are asked to rank images generated from 3
methods, StackGan, StageInfo dfake embed and
StageInfo dfake dreal embed, by their degree of
realistic without text descriptions or by their de-
gree of relevance to the given text description. For
both CUB dataset and Oxford dataset, we ran-
domly sample 10 groups of images with the same
text description for each group. During the survey,
the identifier of each image is hidden and the im-
age orders within each group are randomly shuf-
fled. When ranking 1st, 2nd or 3rd, 3, 2 or 1 cred-
its will be assigned respectively. The results of
average human rating are shown in Tab. 1.

From the user study, we can see that in the CUB
dataset, the StageInfo dfake embed method and
the StageInfo dfake dreal embed method have
similar performance and they both outperform
the StackGAN method in terms of realistic
and relevance. In the Oxford dataset, the
StageInfo dfake embed method and the Stage-
Info dfake dreal embed method outperform the
StackGAN method in degree of realistic, but not
in degree of relevance. Overall we can see that our
proposed methods with information flow can gen-
erate more visually plausible and more relevant re-
sults than the baseline method StackGAN without
information flow.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new neural network
with information flow which adds a third compo-
nent ‘Captioner’ to GAN structor. The key idea
is to utilize the recovered original text from the
generated image and feed it back to our network
architecture, which is better expressed in the chain
manner: text→ image→ text. Based on the exist-
ing framework StackGAN, we compare it with our
four variant implementations. Our experiments
show that the Captioner component can keep more
primitive features and express more genuine info
in the generated images. Furthermore, taking the
embeddings in error calculation helps to improve
the image info quality. In addition, generated fake
image info and real image info are also helpful
to improve the reliability of quality. Our work
is promising to be further improved by combin-
ing these variants of implements and show its ad-
vantage in more advanced GAN architectures with
more sophisticated datasets.
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